


We live in a world going through  

a digital transformation. The rapid pace  

of technological advancement is affecting  

how people work, live and connect. 

Modern workspaces are being reimagined 

and simplified as they adapt to heightened 

levels of expectation. Today, the role 

technology plays in how we interact  

matters as much in the workspace,  

as it does at home. 

Advances in digital platforms and 

accessibility are transforming working 

patterns. This presents opportunities  

for increasingly demanding workforces.
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The power of integrated workspace 

technology is at the heart of everything  

we do. It fuels progress, solves problems  

and accelerates opportunities that can 

transform business. 
Alpesh J. Unalkat CEO, Aura
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Ways of working have evolved; mobile and home working coupled with

cloud-based solutions and global collaboration tools means employees are now

seeking better work life balance, and are not constrained to physical buildings,  

set hours, company structures or extensive business travel. With smartphone

and tablet usage exceeding that of desktop computers, working patterns are  

becoming more flexible, with employees expecting to make any space a workspace.

1 ATTITUDES ARE CHANGING

2 AGILITY IS EXPECTED

%

There are currently  

four generations  

within the workplace.

There is a generational shift in the workforce as over half of all employees are

Millennials and Gen Z. These generations have grown up experiencing seamless

connectivity at home, and have come to expect to do things with similar ease at

work. Along with this attitudinal change, people are also spending over 65% of 

their working day collaborating and communicating with others, and expect this 

to work simply and effectively.

of employees work  

from more than  

one location.
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4 AUTOMATION IS HAPPENING

3 AUDIENCES ARE EVERYWHERE

With 2.5 quintillion bytes of data created every single day, businesses must look

to remove friction from within the organisation; digitizing workflows, utilising

collaboration solutions and acquiring the right technology can offer significant

competitive advantages. In addition, with 60% of employees stating they have not

been shown how to use technology effectively, engaging the workforce requires

an investment of time and resources as part of a change management programme.

Employees spend 1.8 hours 

every day searching and 

gathering information.

With 3 billion people in paid employment, 190 million companies worldwide and

‘bricks and mortar’ retail still worth a staggering $3.5 trillion, businesses must step

change their communication strategies. Humans retain around 12 distinct memories

per day so businesses must cut through with their messaging, sharing concise and

compelling information and creating immersive multi-sensorial experiences. In a

socially connected world, communication is the lifeblood of audiences everywhere.

of an adult’s day is spent  

watching, reading, listening to  

or simply interacting with data.

 



aura
noun: aura;

The distinctive atmosphere or quality that seems to  

surround and be generated by a person, thing, or place.



Aura was conceived by an experienced and  

fresh-thinking team to reimagine workspace 

futures. Our track record in the workspace 

technology sector has been built over the last  

30 years and comprises some of the most dynamic, 

leading minds in the industry.

Aura is the essential atmosphere that encompasses 

and embodies the workspace, making everything 

and everyone work seamlessly together. We blend 

the best that technology has to offer with first class 

service, so you can focus on what matters most to 

your organisation.

We transform the interplay between technology 

and people in your business which improves the 

overall wellness of your employees and productivity 

of your teams, whilst enhancing the user experience 

and generating significant savings to your  

bottom line.

As a leading consultancy and technology provider, 

we specialise in, and bring together; Workspace 

Design, Collaboration Solutions, Workflow  

& Managed Print Services, Digital Media Services  

and Transformation Management.

To give you complete peace of mind, we genuinely 

care about employee and customer experiences, 

and pride ourselves on our service excellence  

to make it a reality. We listen to your challenges, 

advise, collaborate and go above & beyond to  

give you the support you need; providing only  

the right technology and services for your business 

and customers. 

We consult, challenge and transform your business 

to create a better future. Today.
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We start every project by envisioning 

the future for our clients. 

We work with you to gain key insights, 

rapidly understanding your priority 

issues and recognising opportunities 

for you. 

Our process is end-to-end yet 

continually evolving and adapting to 

meet your changing business needs. 
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CONSULT & CREATE

Our comprehensive workspace assessment 

dives deep into your working environment, 

including your digital communication 

platforms with your customers.  

We assess both the physical, technological 

and emotional needs of the organisation 

by challenging and inspiring you, before 

creating a detailed digital transformation 

blueprint bespoke to you.
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CONNECT & CONFIGURE

We provide the expertise to ensure all  

your technology is configured, integrated 

and secure, providing a seamless user 

experience and optimal workspace, to 

realise the full potential of your investments. 

As an independent provider, we carefully 

select best-in-class solutions that are  

tailor made for your organisation.



CHALLENGE & CHANGE

We challenge the norm and provide 

extensive project management and training 

to support your employees, ensuring any 

new technology is fully adopted within 

the organisation. Through user marketing, 

behaviour changing gamification, analytics 

and process re-engineering, we provide  

the tools necessary to drive  

optimum outcomes.

CARE & COLLABORATE

We source, install and integrate all 

workspace technology for your organisation. 

We care that it works and that it delivers 

the best experience for your teams and 

your customers. This consistent delivery and 

support across your business drives greater 

productivity as we measure, maintain and 

optimise all your technology  

and workflows. 



 

W  SIMPLIFY DIGI AL  
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Aura brings together a unique combination

of products and services to enable digital

transformation, driven by the four key  

changes affecting your workspace today.

We holistically integrate our suite of services

to ensure our clients remain at the cutting

edge of workspace technology and maintain

competitive advantage.



 

Aura have once again proven  

to be a leading partner in their  

vision, craftsmanship and  

guidance to us as their client.  

GM EMEA & VP Marketing Global, 

Technology Sector
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We are a blend of entrepreneurs  

and ex-FTSE 100 senior executives 

who understand the changes in 

modern working. We can see the 

need for a holistic, user focused 

approach to creating effective 

technology and process solutions  

for businesses, reimagining the 

workspace to create a seamless  

tech experience.

Having previously developed a 

diversified and scaled managed 

services business, our founders 

identified two pioneering businesses, 

one a collaboration solutions provider, 

the other a workflow and managed 

print provider, which would come 

together to form Aura. 

Both companies share a core belief 

with our founders of having a culture 

of exemplary client care. Both also 

have proven track records in delivering 

innovative solutions for their clients, 

continually outperforming the market.

To date, organisations have been  

using multiple vendors to service  

their workspace technology needs, 

with limited consistency in integration 

or compatability of processes. 

At Aura, we deliver the full  

end-to-end service for our clients,  

from consultancy to integration, 

solution leasing to ongoing 

management and support. 

With 6 offices globally, servicing  

over 300 enterprise clients in over 

60 countries worldwide, our focus  

is to provide business solutions  

which mean technology is always  

a help and never a hindrance, giving 

businesses the freedom to focus  

on what they’re good at.   

We are passionate and ambitious;  

we will continue to invest in innovative 

new platforms and developing our 

business capabilities. Additionally,  

our belief is that by acquiring the right 

businesses with the right specialisms, 

we will continue to enhance value  

for our clients.

Together we will reimagine,  

transform and deliver the  

workspace of tomorrow.
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WE A E D I D  
B  OU  VA U S 
AND BEHAVIOU S

COLLABORATIVE

Collaboration is at the heart of how 

we operate. We aim to build trusted 

partnerships with our clients, not just 

provide a service. We start by asking  

the right questions: probing & challenging  

to find optimal solutions, tailored to  

each client. We are diligent in delivery  

of those solutions and we remain committed 

to being proactive and supportive 

throughout the entire relationship. 

RESPONSIBLE

It is of the utmost importance  

to us that we remain transparent 

and act in an ethical and sustainable 

manner. As trusted advisors, we 

always put your needs first, striving 

for excellence in everything we do. 

Through teamwork, togetherness and 

respect for one another, we aspire  

for our partnership with you to  

grow from strength to strength.

TRANSFORMATIVE

As thought-leaders in our field and  

with a depth and breadth to our services, we 

are the right partner for you, using our expert 

knowledge to reimagine the way technology 

can seamlessly enhance your organisation for 

the better. Progressive in our approach, we are 

constantly learning and innovating, pushing 

the boundaries of what is possible, motivating 

clients to realise their full potential.





Contact us

London 
+44 207 2 400 800

london@aurafutures.com

New York

+1 646 490 3755 

newyork@aurafutures.com

www.aurafutures.com


